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What is memory?
View memory as a information retrieval engine.
Given query of items, which items in my database are relevant?

Prob. of relevance is a function of features in common and prior use.

Query

Database



Adaptive memory
h1, h2, . . . ;hi ∈ {0, 1}DLet                                        be items of memory defined by the state of the 

brain and sensory receptors.

Let                                                                               be a query. 

It is an incomplete description of an item in memory.

q ∈ {0, 1, ?}D, m =
D�

i=1

I(qi =?), D −m << D,
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m!(D−m)!
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0 o.w.
where               means that the query is consistent with the memory.M(d, h)
It is less clear how to define          properly.P (h)

P (h)Intuition: order by        
and search an infinite 
bookshelf left to right.



Adaptive memory:P (h)
How do we determine which memories are likely a priori?

Multinomial based on past history of observing items?
Connectivity to other items (Griffiths, Steyvers, & Firl, 2007; Brin & Page, 1998)

Unweighted RW on directed graph.

Stationary distribution gives prior.



Adaptive memory:P (h)
How do we determine which memories are likely a priori?

Multinomial based on past history of observing items?
Connectivity to other items (Griffiths, Steyvers, & Firl, 2007; Brin & Page, 1998)

Similarities between web and memory search.

Subjects shown a letter (e.g., “A”) and say first word that comes to mind starting 
with that letter (e.g., “Apple”).
Based on word-association norm data, word association graph was created.

Human responses compared to PageRank, raw association and word frequencies.

PageRank ran on the word graph best explained participant responses.

Unweighted RW on directed graph.

Stationary distribution gives prior.





Memory as a Cond. Poisson Process
What about time? Memories, like library books, become less used over time.

Different approach, item usages are a nonhomogeneous Poisson process* in time.

λi ∼ Gamma(v, b)Desirability of history item:

Rate of Poisson Process: r(t)λi

(Burrell, 1985; Anderson & Milson, 1989)

From conjugacy, posterior desirability of a history used     times in    time is:ni ti

λi|ni, ti ∼ Gamma
�

v + ni, b +
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b +
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Thus, the prior probability that a memory is useful now is:
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Thus, the prior probability that a memory is useful now is:

Simple exponential decay function with parameter    :di r(ti; di) = e−diti

di ∼ Exp(α)whose prior is

“Renewed interest” adds revivals of interest in item (resets time).
Happens at points given by a Poisson process with parameter β
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Remember that FMIE processes are defined by two levels:

1.  A meeting model (matrix) specifying the prob. of two agents meeting.
2.  How do agents update their states when they meet?

The quick answer is not really because histories (agents) only “meet” with 
themselves, which results in them resetting their last use state to zero.

However, a simple alteration to the model could yield a FMIE:
1.  Assume memories (agents) are linked in a topology (like a semantic web...). 
2.  Agents meet each other at a rate given by the “PageRank.” 
3.  When two agents meet, they set their last use to the min of their states.

This would embed a “consensus” model.

We will discuss this later, but first look at properties of the basic model and its 
relation to human memory phenomena. 



Basic Memory Experiment Paradigm

Task:
Learn a list of words.

Measure:
% of words recalled later.

Results:
Exp. decay over time.

Ebbinghaus (1850-1909)

(Ebbinghaus, 1885)



Delay

Time ti

P (hi)

Log-log plot of prob. of memory seen last at ti

(Anderson & Milson, 1989)



“Practice”

Log-log plot of prob. of memory seen     times

P (hi)

ni

ni
(Anderson & Milson, 1989)



Spacing Effects

Log lag between study times
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Model

Remember a list of items, where there are two study sessions and one test.

Log lag between study times

Increased lag between study times helps when there’s a large test lag.
Increased lag between study times hurts when there’s a small test lag.
Plots are different test lags (increasing in lag from top to bottom).

(Anderson & Milson, 1989)



Priming

Task: Look at letter sequences and say if it’s a word or not.

Measure: Look at reaction time (RT) to respond (when correct).

Question: How is RT effected when the previous word is related? 

P (hi|relevant) > P (hi)

Also, negative priming...
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Word or not word?



Extending to FMIE Framework
Remember that FMIE processes are defined by two levels:

1.  A meeting model (matrix) specifying the prob. of two agents meeting.
2.  How do agents update their states when they meet?

However, a simple alteration to the model could yield a FMIE:
1.  Assume memories (agents) are linked in a topology (like a semantic web...). 
2.  Agents meet each other at a rate given by the “PageRank” and desirability. 
3.  When two agents meet, they set their last use to the min of their states.

This would embed a “consensus” model.
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where    is the connectivity matrix.X

The connectivity matrix is made symmetric if it has asymmetric relations. 

N =




d1 . . . dn
... . . .

...
d1 . . . dn



⊗X ⊗ (1− I)



Communication Topology
Uses a subset of a larger semantic memory data set:

Includes 10 random cat features and 10 random dog features (and cat and dog).
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